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SUBJECT:      SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, UNIT 1 – REQUEST FOR

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING LICENSE AMENDMENT
REQUEST TO REVISE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TO ADOPT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TASK FORCE (TSTF) TRAVELER TSTF-
505, REVISION 2, “PROVIDE RISK-INFORMED EXTENDED COMPLETION
TIMES – RITSTF [RISK-INFORMED TSTF] INITIATIVE 4B”  (EPID L-2019-
LLA-0218)

 
Ms. Maza,
 
By letter dated October 7, 2019, Duke Energy Progress LLC (the licensee), submitted a
license amendment request (LAR) to amend the Technical Specifications (TSs) for the
Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1 (Harris).  The proposed amendment would
modify TSs requirements to permit the use of risk-informed completion times in accordance
with the technical specifications task force (TSTF) traveler TSTF-505, Revision 2, “Provide
Risk-Informed Extended Completion Times – RITSTF [risk-informed TSTF] Initiative 4b.” 
 
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff has reviewed the licensee’s submittal and
determined that additional information is required in order to complete the review.  The
requested additional information is attached. The draft questions were sent to Mr. Dennis
Earp of your staff to ensure that they were understandable, the regulatory basis for the
questions was clear, and to determine if the information was previously docketed.  A
clarification call was held on September 29, 2020.  Based on insight from the discussion it
was determined that the response will be provided by November 13, 2020.
 
If you have any questions, please contact me at (301) 415‑1387 or Tanya.Hood@nrc.gov.
 
 
Tanya E. Hood
Project Manager
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852-2738
301-415-1387
Tanya.Hood@nrc.gov
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REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION 


LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST TO 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS TO ADOPT RISK INFORMED COMPLETION TIMES 


TECHICAL SPECIFICATION TASK FORCE (TSTF)-505, REVISION 2, “PROVIDE RISK-
INFORMED EXTENDED COMPLETION TIMES – RITSTF INITIATIVE 4B.” 


DUKE ENERGY PROGRESS, LLC 
SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT, UNIT 1 


DOCKET NO. 50-400 
EPID L-2019-LLA-00218 


 
 
By letter dated October 7, 20191, Duke Energy Progress, LLC (the licensee), submitted a 
license amendment request (LAR) to amend the Technical Specifications (TSs) for the Shearon 
Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1 (Harris).  The proposed amendment would modify TS 
requirements to permit the use of risk-informed completion times (RICTs) in accordance with the 
technical specifications task force (TSTF) traveler TSTF-505, Revision 2, “Provide Risk-
Informed Extended Completion Times – RITSTF [risk-informed TSTF] Initiative 4b.”2   
 
Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR) Part 50, “Domestic Licensing of 
Production and Utilization Facilities,” Section 50.36, “Technical specifications,” establishes the 
regulatory requirements related to the content of TSs.  Section 50.36(c)(2) to 10 CFR Part 50 
states, in part, that the limiting conditions for operation (LCO) are the lowest functional capability 
or performance level of equipment required for safe operation of the facility, and when LCOs are 
not met, the licensee shall shut down the reactor or follow any remedial action permitted by the 
TSs until the LCO can be met.  The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff has 
reviewed the information submitted by the licensee, and based on this review, determined that 
additional information is required to complete the assessment of the LAR.  The specific request 
for additional information is addressed below. 
 
RAI 1 


Table E2-1 of Enclosure 2 of the LAR provides a summary of the open internal flooding and 
internal fire probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) facts and observations (F&Os) and how they 
are dispositioned for TSTF-505.  Address the following: 


a) Disposition for Finding Number 1-16 states, “[s]ince maintenance-induced flooding is not 
a significant contributor to CDF/LERF [core damage frequency/large early release 
frequency], and since Harris is a single unit site with no shared systems, it is expected 
that additional validation of the results will not impact CDF/LERF or the calculation of 
RICTs.”  Provide information supporting the statement that maintenance-induced 
flooding is not a significant contributor to CDF and LERF.  


b) F&O 1-19 states that flood alarms credited as cues in the human reliability analysis may 
not be applicable to the different flood scenarios evaluated in the internal flooding PRA. 
The F&Os closure team did not close F&O 1-19 stating that the evaluation of alarms and 
alarm timing is not sufficient.  The licensee performed a sensitivity study increasing this 
time by a factor of 3 and stated that there was “minimal impact on the flooding results.”  


 
1 Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS) Accession Number ML19280C844 
2 ADAMS Accession No. ML18183A493 
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The disposition of this finding states, “[t]his supporting requirement is MET, and no 
impact on calculation of RICTs is expected due to this recommendation.”  Clarify if this 
assumption has been shown to not impact the RICT calculations and provide any 
supporting information (e.g., results of the sensitivity study).    


c) Supporting requirement QU-C2 of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
(ASME)/American Nuclear Society (ANS) PRA standard provides that dependency 
between human error probabilities in a cutset or sequence must be assessed.  F&O 2-12 
states that the flooding PRA assumes no dependency between the flood mitigation 
actions and the subsequent operator actions carried over from the internal events PRA 
since the time between these actions are sufficiently long (essentially hours).  F&O 2-12 
further states that, “a specific combination-by-combination evaluation of the dependency 
should be provided to demonstrate that indeed there is insufficient dependency between 
these two groups of operator actions.” 


Disposition for F&O 2-12 states, “F&O Closure panel recommended that a specific, 
combination-by-combination evaluation of the dependency should be provided to 
demonstrate that indeed there is insufficient dependency between these two groups of 
operator actions. This is a documentation issue only, and there is no impact on 
calculation of RICTs.”  Provide detailed justification that there are no dependencies 
between the flood mitigation actions and the subsequent operator actions carried over 
from the internal events PRA (e.g., summarize the results of a combination-by-
combination evaluation as recommended by the F&O closure panel). 


RAI 2 


The response to Audit Question 08 Part (c) explains that the surrogate for TS 3.3.2 Functional 
Unit 4.c Action 19 Main Steam Isolation (Containment Pressure - High 2), which is not modeled 
in the PRA, is to use the same basic events for failure of pressure instruments as is used for 
containment spray actuation (Containment Pressure - High 3).  However, it is unclear to the 
NRC staff that failure of containment spray is bounding for failure of main steam isolation 
because 1) the main steam isolation function is to prevent containment bypass, which is an 
immediate pathway out of containment (a likely LERF event), while the containment spray 
function is to reduce containment pressure and prevent eventual containment over-
pressurization, which is a longer-term pathway for release (a possible non-LERF event), and 2) 
the containment pressure failure criteria for containment spray (High-3 or 10 psig) is higher than 
the corresponding failure criteria for main steam isolation (High-2 or 3 psig).  Address the 
following: 


a) Provide justification that the surrogate is bounding for failure of main steam isolation.  In 
the response, specifically address 1) the potential difference in timing of the release due 
to the failure of the pressure instruments and 2) how the failure criteria for main steam 
isolation (High-2 or 3 psig) is accounted for in the RICT calculation. 


b) Alternatively, if the surrogate cannot be justified as bounding, either remove TS 3.3.2 
Function Unit 4.c Action 19 from the RICT Program or provide justification for a different 
surrogate that is bounding. 
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RAI 3 


The NRC staff safety evaluation to Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) Topical Report NEI 06-09, 
NEI 06 09 A, Revision 0, “Risk Managed Technical Specifications (RMTS) Guidelines,”3 
specifies that the LAR is to identify key assumptions and sources of uncertainty and to 
assess/disposition each as to their impact on the RMTS application.  Enclosure 9 of the LAR 
describes the process for identifying key assumptions and sources of uncertainties, and 
provides an assessment of each identified key assumption and uncertainty.  The LAR indicates 
that plant-specific key assumptions and modeling uncertainties from the internal events PRA 
documentation were considered, as well as generic sources of uncertainty from Electric Power 
Research Institute (EPRI) Topical Report 1016737, “Treatment of Parameter and Model 
Uncertainty for Probabilistic Risk Assessments.”  However, it is unclear from the LAR whether 
the sources of modeling uncertainty (both plant-specific and generic) were identified for the 
LERF PRA model.  The NRC staff is also unclear of whether there are any key assumptions that 
may be contributing to the relatively high conditional large early release estimate for internal 
events.  The NRC staff notes that generic modelling uncertainties for Level 2 PRAs are 
identified in EPRI Report 1026511, “Practical Guidance on the use of Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment in Risk-Informed Applications with a Focus on the Treatment of Uncertainty,”  
however, Section 4.1 of Enclosure 9 of the LAR does not indicate the generic uncertainties that 
were considered for the Level 2 PRA.  Considering the observations above, address the 
following: 


a) Describe, separately for the internal events, internal flooding, and fire PRAs, the 
process used to identify and evaluate key assumptions and sources of model 
uncertainty for the Level 2 PRA models.  Describe how this process aligns with 
guidance in NUREG-1855, “Guidance on the Treatment of Uncertainties Associated 
with PRAs in Risk-Informed Decision Making”, Revision 1,4 or other NRC-accepted 
methods. 


b) Identify and describe any additional key sources of model uncertainty and related 
assumptions associated with the Level 2 PRA models. 


c) For those key sources of model uncertainty and related assumptions that could 
impact the application identified under part (b): 


i. Provide qualitative or quantitative justification that these key uncertainties and 
assumptions do not cause the baseline PRA results to challenge the 
Regulatory Guidance (RG) 1.174, “An Approach for Using Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment in Risk-Informed Decisions on Plant-Specific Changes to the 
Licensing Basis,”5 Revision 3, risk acceptance guidelines, collectively or 
individually. 


ii. Provide qualitative or quantitative justification that these key uncertainties and 
assumptions have no impact on the RICT calculations, or, if determined to 
have a significant impact, consistent with the guidance in NEI 06-09, discuss 


 
3 ADAMS Accession No. ML12286A322 
4 ADAMS Accession No. ML17062A466 
5 ADAMS Accession No. ML17317A256 
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the Risk Management Actions for each key uncertainty and assumption that 
will be implemented to minimize their potential adverse impact. 


RAI 4 


The response to Audit Question 15 Part (c.iii) provides the results of a sensitivity study from 
crediting FLEX.  Sensitivity study results were provided for TS 3.8.1.1 Action c.1 (alternating 
current (AC) Sources – Operating) in which one off-site circuit and one emergency diesel 
generator are inoperable, and TS 3.8.2.1 Action (direct current (DC) Sources – Operating) for 
two cases: 1) one battery not available and 2) one DC bus not available.  In each case the RICT 
was shown to be insignificantly impacted by crediting FLEX.  The results showed minor impact 
on the resultant RICTs for these TS actions.  Address the following with regards to this 
sensitivity study: 


a) The response to part b of Audit Question 15 states that the credit for FLEX includes 
credit for a portable FLEX auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pump as "another source of 
injection into the steam generators for decay heat removal".  Elsewhere in the response 
it is implied that FLEX is only credited for extended loss of AC power scenarios.  
Address the following: 


i. Clarify how FLEX is being credited in the PRA. 


ii. If FLEX is being credited for non- extended loss of AC power scenarios, provide 
the results of a sensitivity study that does not credit FLEX for TS 3.7.1.2 Action a 
(AFW System) and any other applicable TS actions. 


b) Provide clarification on what the values are that are provided for the line items in Tables 
15.c.iii-1 through 15.c.iii-9 titled "Degraded FLEX SSCs (TRUE)", "Degraded FLEX 
HRAs (TRUE)", and "Degraded All FLEX (TRUE)". They do not appear to be CDF/LERF 
for the Base (No Maintenance) case with no credit for FLEX because subtracting this 
value from the "3.8.1.1.c.1" value does not yield the resultant "Delta".  In the response, 
explain how the RICTs for the degraded cases were calculated using these values and 
justify that the calculated RICT results are correct. 


RAI 5 


Revision 3 of RG 1.174, states that the acceptability of the engineering analyses is determined 
by assessing the scope, level of detail, supporting technical analyses, and plant representation. 
The NRC’s safety evaluation for Topical Report NEI 06-09, Revision 0-A, states that the 
“…[o]ther sources of risk (i.e., seismic, other external events) must be quantitatively assessed if 
they contribute significantly to configuration-specific risk.” 


In Section 6.1.2 of Enclosure 4 to the LAR, the licensee discussed the plant-level high 
confidence of low probability of failure (HCLPF) capacity, the median plant-level acceleration 
capacity (am), and the composite variability in the plant-level acceleration capacity (βc).  
However, the licensee did not provide the actual values of these parameters used to calculate 
the seismic CDF of 2.14E-06/year in Section 6.1.4 of the Enclosure 4 to the LAR. 


Provide the values of input parameters, HCLPF or am, and βc, used to calculate the seismic 
CDF with justification. 
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RAI 6 


Section 2.3.1, Item 7, of NEI 06-09, Revision 0-A, states, in part, that the “impact of other 
external events risk shall be addressed in the RMTS program,” and explains that one 
acceptable method for accomplishing  this is “performing a reasonable bounding analysis and 
applying it along with the internal events risk contribution in calculating the configuration risk and 
the associated RICT.”  The NRC staff’s SE for NEI 06-09 states that “[w]here PRA models are 
not available, conservative or bounding analyses may be performed to quantify the risk impact 
and support the calculation of the RICT.” 


The LAR indicates that seismic PRA models are not available for Harris.  Section 6.1 of 
Enclosure 4 to the LAR, describes the approach taken to estimate the seismic CDF and LERF 
for Harris using non-PRA information.  The approach involves the use of a plant level HCLPF 
fragility curve for estimating the seismic CDF and then uses the estimated seismic CDF value to 
estimate a bounding seismic LERF value.  Section 6.1.5 of Enclosure 4 to the LAR explains that 
the seismic LERF was calculated using the ratio between the internal events CDF and LERF 
with the following adjustment.  The CDF and LERF associated with Steam Generator Tube 
Rupture scenarios and Interfacing System loss of coolant accidents were first subtracted from 
the internal events CDF and LERF values before the ratio was calculated because these 
scenarios are generally not important contributors to seismic risk.  Using this approach, the LAR 
presents an internal events LERF-to-CDF ratio of 3.5% and a bounding seismic LERF value of 
7.51E-08 per year.  The LAR then indicates that because the estimated seismic LERF falls 
below the “1.0E-07 (per year) RG 1.174 screening criteria,” a seismic LERF penalty will not be 
added to change-in-LERF used to calculate RICTs.  The NRC staff is not aware of guidance in 
RG 1.174 that may be viewed as LERF screening criteria. 


As noted above, NEI 06-09, Revision 0-A as well as the corresponding NRC staff safety 
evaluation calls for a “bounding analysis” when addressing the impact of external hazards that 
cannot be screened.  NRC staff has generally observed that the LERF-to-CDF ratio for seismic 
events can be significantly higher than the LERF-to-CDF ratio for internal events and is typically 
much higher than 3.5% due to the unique nature of seismically-induced failures.  It is unclear 
that the estimated seismic LERF based on a LERF-to-CDF ratios of 3.5% can be considered a 
bounding value.  Therefore, address the following: 


a) Justify that the seismic LERF provided in the LAR to support RICT calculations for the 
Harris is bounding. Include the rationale that the use of the seismic CDF to LERF ratio 
derived from the internal events LERF to CDF ratio is bounding for seismically induced 
events, given that random events in an internal events PRA do not necessarily capture 
seismically-induced failures that may uniquely contribute to seismic LERF 


b) If the approach to estimating seismic LERF cannot be justified as bounding for this 
application in response to part (a) above, then provide, with justification, the bounding 
seismic LERF “penalties” for use in RICT calculations.  


RAI 7 


The NRC staff notes that entries to some TS Actions may imply the loss of one division of 
battery supply (i.e., TS 3.8.2.1 and TS 3.8.3.1).  When in these action statements, one DC bus 
is not energized by its associated battery bank.  Under these conditions, for the purpose of 
defense-in-depth evaluation, three types of initiators are postulated; 1) plant transients not 
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involving loss of offsite power (LOOP) or loss of cooling accident (LOCA), 2) transients involving 
LOOP, and 3) transients involving LOCA. 
 
For the Type-1 initiators, transients not involving LOOP or LOCA, the defense-in-depth for the 
DC power sources is satisfied by the battery charger in the affected DC bus, and the batteries 
and chargers on the unaffected DC bus (i.e., three sources of power for defense-in-depth 
considerations).  For Type-2 initiators, transients involving LOOP, the defense-in-depth can be 
satisfied by the unaffected DC bus.  However, the affected DC bus associated with the TS 
action cannot be credited due to loss of AC power to the chargers preventing the start of the 
associated emergency diesel generator.  For Type-3 initiators, transients involving LOCA, 
generating a safety injection signal without LOOP, the battery chargers when energized could 
provide power to the associated DC buses if they have sufficient capacity.  However, the battery 
charger capacity appears not to be sufficient per information provided in Updated Final Safety 
Analysis Report (UFSAR) Table 8.3.2-1.  In UFSAR Table 8.3.2-1, it appears that without the 
battery, the load profile for 125 Volts DC during the LOOP and simultaneous LOOP/LOCA, the 
battery charger may not have sufficient capacity to meet the load requirements.  
 
It is not clear that, without the batteries, whether the battery chargers alone can support either 
LOOP, LOCA, or LOOP-and-LOCA initiators.  The NRC staff requests the following information 
to support the electrical evaluation: 
 


1. Capacity of the battery chargers. 
2. Information demonstrating that, when the batteries are not available, the battery 


chargers can provide the required safety injection loads to support the mitigation from 
design basis accidents with Type-2 and Type-3 initiators. 


 
RAI 8 
 
The NRC staff verifies that each proposed TS condition design success criteria reflect the 
redundant or absolute minimum electrical power source/subsystem required to be operable by 
the LCOs to support the safety functions necessary to mitigate postulated design basis 
accidents, safely shutdown the reactor, and maintain the reactor in a safe shutdown condition.  
The dedicated shutdown diesel generator is credited in several TS actions in the LAR. 
 
To support the electrical evaluation of the proposed electrical power systems TS conditions in 
the application and verify that the capability of the affected electrical power systems to perform 
their safety functions (assuming no additional failures) is maintained, the NRC staff requests the 
following information: 
 


1. Seismic qualification of the dedicated shutdown diesel generator capturing this 
information can strengthen the defense-in-depth discussion as it relates to the dedicated 
shutdown diesel generator. 


2. Capability of the dedicated shutdown diesel generator to meet the 24-hour mission time 
(e.g., capacity of fuel source or ability to refuel.) 








